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Across
1 Turbine blade
makes noise like
vessel. (4)
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3 Speaker and I in
motherly embrace
brings temporary
ban. (10)
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10 For the uncultured
among callow
brownshirts. (7)

15

11 Blood-red swindle
around edges. (7)

16

18

12 I heard more than
one about tissues
that wrap the lungs.
(7)
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23

13 Wittily, physician
bumps learner out of
cash. (6)
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15 A French bed in the
dark? (5)
29

16 Dealing with
fundamentals, since
seen confused. (2,7)
18 Heart of dancer
follows absolute in
statement. (9)
21 Carthaginian
wordplay (sic) lacks
entropy. (5)
23 Data on Enterprise?
Rotate, then
hesitate. (6)
25 Countless hesitate
before physical
therapy, even
according to the
poet. (7)
27 Hooter around
NGO, a defender's
disaster. (3,4)
28 Washington volcano
more likely to
require umbrella?
29 Alien inside hero
attended by sound

of short medics and
unknown for
nonconformity. (10)
30 In Odile's absence,
river-dweller sounds
potty. (4)
Down
1 You French
embrace mixed up
lout.......sexy! (10)
2 Laden, we turned in
US during the Great
Depression. (3,4)
4 Dystopian - or
expertly before
McKellen, for
example? (9)
5 Followed a
curve..........like 26,
might you say? (5)
6 Meditant's chant in

30

heart of house is
inauspicious. (7)
7 Product of islets
batting at each end
with Sultan halfway
between. (7)
8 Dynasty that put an
end to scheming. (4)
9 In Ankara, rational
people believe it's
where 26 ran
aground. (6)
14 The Ptolemaic
system, at heart cogent advocate,
splendid astral
prediction. (10)
17 Woman who does
my will? (9)
19 Tangle at summit
for Asian do. (7)

20 Hurried before
tribunal adjourned
early, causing
bitterness. (7)
21 Fabric from blind
Sailor Man on short
line. (6)
22 Rudolph, maybe,
loses nose, gets
confused, and
becomes more
clingy. (7)
24 Idler irritated when
disturbed. (5)
26 Initially, no other
arkwright helped.
(4)

